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The enclosed drawn objects are all now catalogued under Small Finds (SF). The objects which were previously 
under the General Finds (GF) catalogue have been renumbered and given SF numbers - all old GF numbers are 
now numbered from (SF) 400 to 427. 
 
The SF numbers on the drawings are surrounded by a triangle, the old GF numbers with squares. 
 
Number               Description               
 
07  padlock     
08  pen. iron brooch, type C  
GF09  see 403 
 
13  iron object with hole 
15  piece of metal 
 
20   iron handle? 
26  iron spiral ring 
29  iron spearhead 
 
32  iron plate with hole 
35  shale spindle whorl 
GF35  see 426 
 
41  horseshoe/ iron plate 
42  iron spur 
46  iron object with handle 
48  iron tool/ clamp 
 
52  iron animal shoe 
55  iron spearhead - two drawings, presumably of same object 
59  iron hook & plate 
 
60  iron object 
62  iron plate & hook 
GF66  see 410 
 
GF71  see 416 
79  iron hook 
80  iron loop 
GF80  see 416 
82  iron object, bent 
86?  small whetstone 
 
114  iron bar 
116  piece of iron bit/ buckle? 
 
GF126 see 419 
 
GF132 see 409 
133  iron loop 
134a  one iron bar, bent 
134b  one iron bar, bent 



 
GF142 see 417 
 
160  iron arrow head 
161  iron nut, bolt & plate 
GF164 see 427 
GF169 see 401 
 
177   iron seg. 
183  iron or bronze spiral ring 
 
208   iron knife (kick-back blade) 
212  part of iron seg. 
229  iron thatching needle (according to Mr. A. Orchard) 
234  iron end of hinge 
237  small iron hook 
 
252  piece of bronze 
GF253 see 412 
GF254 see 411 
255  iron pennant brooch 
GF256a see 413 
257  decorated bronze strip 
GF259a see 414 
GF259b see 418 
259  iron knife ? 
 
GF262 see 406 
GF264 see 400 
 
277  iron punch with hole 
283  piece of iron 
GF287  see 408 
 
292a  small curved iron bar? 
292b  nail? 
294  iron 'cauldron'plus 3-legged stand/ trivet 
297  half pair of shears 
 
GF300 see 407 
302  iron key 
308  small iron ring 
310  iron knife 
 
316  iron chisel (modern?) 
 
GF321 see 415 
321  part of double strand bronze braclet 
322  half pair of sheep shears 
324  iron cross/ window grille/ window glazing 
325  iron? pivot 
326  iron ring 
 
333  half pair of iron shears 
 
345  iron plate, two nails/ bolts 
349  iron staple 
 
355  iron fragment (iron bar/ knife?) 
357  whetstone 
 
366   iron work with hook 
367  iron needle - copied twice? 



 
400   (GF264) part of decorated tile 
401  (GF169) flint 
402   not used 
403   not used 
404  (no GF/SF no. found as yet) quernstone 
405  (no GF/SF no. found as yet) quernstone 
406  (GF262) nail? 
407  (GF300) nail? 
408  (GF287) iron 
409  (GF132) nail? 
410  (GF66) knife blade 
 
411  (GF254) ring/ pen. brooch 
412  (GF253) piece of iron 
413  (GF256) iron bar 
414  (GF259a) bit link/ iron work 
415  (GF321) part of clay tile? 
416  (GF71) whetstone? 
417  (GF142) whetstone? 
418  (GF259b) bone or uncatalogued whetstone? 
419  (GF126) bone? pottery? whetstone? 
 
420  (no GF no. found as yet) part of quernstone base? 
421  (GF253) ox shoe 
422  (GF148) iron? object 
423  (no GF/SF no. found as yet) metal object 
424  (GF145) quernstone 
425  (GF93) tile 
426  (no GF/SF no. found as yet) ring with spoon, hook & needle? metal? 
427  tile in situ 
 


